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THE NDA DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT 

The NDA form does not commit or bind you to the purchase of the business in any way.   

1. It allows the broker to register you as an inquirer / potential buyer for the specific business and 

thus protects his mandate. When this is not done the broker has no signed documentation to 

prove your introduction to the business.  We have a mandate from the seller to market the 

business and vet potential buyers, draw up the agreement of sale (most times) and facilitate the 

sale / transfer process. For this service we earn our commission, usually paid by the seller. Our 

effort costs time and money thus we need to cover ourselves for those rare occasions when 

buyers try to negotiate directly with the seller after finding out the name and location of the 

business. 

 

2. The NDA also provides financial information that will allow consideration of your ability to fund 

the specific transaction. This information is accepted at face value and indicates to us whether it  

is viable to pursue your interest in the business so that time, effort and costs are not wasted 

“chasing a rainbow”……an unfortunate but necessary consideration these days. The broker / 

seller will generally know what the risks involved in a particular industry are and whether loan 

institutions are likely to fund the purchase based on the financial information you provide, to 

what extent, and what considerations the seller has set. Landlord’s also sometimes have very 

specific requirements regarding the financial security for potential tenants. In these tough times 

business loans are difficult to obtain and landlords do not want struggling tenants. 

 

 

3. The NDA form also provides some measure of confidentiality for the seller’s business 

information by restricting the disbursement only to potential buyers that have been qualified by 

the broker as potential buyers. 

Trust the above explains the industry procedure. If you are a serious buyer it is a small administration 

requirement to comply with to possibly find a suitable business. 

Regards 

Des Goslett 


